The type LCEH2439 Spreader Beam (Heavy) is a heavy duty crane spreader beam. The spreader beam is designed to suit over-head cranes and is supplied with 2 retaining brackets for storage. Loads should be end lifted using two end lifting lugs along with 2 leg chain sling.

The spreader beam load connection points are adjustable to 3 positions by extending the inner beams. The inner beams are locked into position via safety pins. A centre shackle plate is provided for moving the spreader beam only, not for load lifting. Lifting hooks and shackles NOT supplied.

The type LCEH2439 is certified to relevant Australian Standards.

**Specifications:**
- Working Load Limit (WLL): 40,000 kg
- Unit Weight: 301 kg
- Overall size@ fully retracted: 2500 x 480 x 220 mm
- Finish:
  - Outer Beam: Enamel paint in safety orange
  - Inner beams: Zinc plated